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Welcome!
vivo spa® has fully dedicated itself to the world of moving water. With a 

lot of passion for you and your well-being. We would like to thank you for 

your interest and wish you great joy and inspiration with this catalogue.

Best wellness-wishes

your vivo spa® team
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philosophy

Taking time for yourself. Taking a deep breath. Leaning back. Arriving.

Moments of calmness are so valuable and yet rarely facilitated. Moments in which the here and now is more important than any-

thing else. No questions being asked, no doubts arising, no compromises being made. Giving oneself the best possible treatment.

We are truly convinced that these aspects are the key for long-lasting wellbeing. It is our philosophy and our passion to support 

you in the best way possible. Cordially, we would like to invite you. Enjoy your time. You deserve it.

„Time we take is time giving us something in return." Ernst Ferstl
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refresh life
bewegt und entspannt
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Joyful Swim Spa moments.
Leave everyday life behind, take a deep breath and refresh. Any 

time, no matter when or at what time of year.

Do something good for your body and enjoy pure relaxation 

moments in your Swim Spa. Celebrate your vivo spa® moment.
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ST MoodsST Moods
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Close your eyes, regain energy. Enjoy life.
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Swimming whenever you want. 365 days a year.
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active & relaxed
bewegt und entspannt
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Finding a balance between exercise and relaxation is often a challenge in everyday life. Yet it is essential for our well-being to create 

a healthy balance here. No matter what you're in the mood for – whether it's swimming a few "laps", completing an aqua fi tness 

program or simply relaxing in peace and quiet – our WaterFit Swim Spas offer you what you need right now. Right at your home – 

comfortable and uncomplicated!
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swimming
bewegt und entspannt
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Swimming is good for you – and that's exactly what our WaterFit Swim Spas are optimized for. Whether you're looking to power 

through the front crawl or prefer a more gentle style of swimming, decide for yourself which model suits you best. Our RiverStream PRO

counter-current systems with exclusive LED lighting are infi nitely adjustable and can be activated individually, so you can quickly and 

easily adapt them to your needs. We hope you enjoy your swim!
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WORKOUT – FRONT CRAWL

RELAXED – BREASTSTROKE MODERATE – BACKSTROKE
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aqua � tness
bewegt und entspannt
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Anyone who has ever completed an aqua fi tness program 

knows how effective and benefi cial it can be to exercise in 

water, not just swimming.

The natural resistance of the water already has a pleasant trai-

ning effect. If that's not enough, you can also train with infi ni-

tely adjustable counter-current.

Create your own aqua fi tness program and train muscles, 

connective tissue and posture in a way that is easy on the 

joints. Our WaterFit models make it possible!
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fun
bewegt und entspannt

fun
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For "the swim vacation in between": for families with children, the WaterFit Swim Spa is an absolute highlight. Your kids can swim, romp, 

dive, enjoy ball and water games to their heart's content - there are no limits to their creativity! You can teach your little ones to swim 

in a playful and safe way and get them used to the water with lots of fun and joy.

For "the swim vacation in between": for families with children, the WaterFit Swim Spa is an absolute highlight. Your kids can swim, romp, 

dive, enjoy ball and water games to their heart's content - there are no limits to their creativity! You can teach your little ones to swim 

in a playful and safe way and get them used to the water with lots of fun and joy.
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counter-current
bewegt und entspannt
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With the RiverStreamPRO counter-current system, you can adjust the strength of each indi-

vidual water fl ow through a regulator continuously and adapt to your needs. Choose from 

fi ve different height positions the appropriate level for swimming or fi tness program.

DESIGNED TO INSPIRE - WITHOUT COMPROMISES.
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PERFORMANCE

▶ easy and quick settings

▶ individually confi gurable

▶ High dynamics – gentle

swimming to vigorous workout

WATER FLOW

▶ Optimizing the water circulation

▶ turbulence-free circulation

▶ extra-wide water fl ow

EXPERIENCE

▶ variable swimming strokes possible

▶ wide range of aqua fi tness options

▶ comfort functions

▶ lit RiverStream

Through the optimized interplay of performance, 

experience and water fl ow, we have a unique 

system created that is completely convincing.

counter-current WaterFIT 4

WaterFIT
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The MP Swim System is suitable for recreational swimmers 
and amateur athletes. It provides optimal water fl ow, 
which is best suited for breaststroke, backstroke and fi t-
ness training in the water.

For serious swimmers and athletes we recommend
the MP Swim PRO system. It guarantees an even stronger 
counter-current that will drive you to peak performance.

relaxed
Gently start the morning or end the evening.

MODELSWIMMING STYLE

WaterFIT 1

WaterFIT 4
WaterFIT 5

WaterFIT 2
WaterFIT 3

moderate
Stimulate your cardiac system and stay at a con-
tinuous level for as long as possible.

workout
Shorter, but intensive "Power- Intervals" – ideally 
suited for ambitious swimmers and athletes.

An extra-wide water fl ow, continuously adjustable in strength, adjustable in height: the RiverStream PRO counter-current is everything but standard. 
Nevertheless, the counter-current system with exclusive LED lighting is installed as standard in all vivo spa® Swim Spa models of the WaterFit series.
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The unique design of our Swim Spas and the FreeFloat system causes the water fl ow to be 

directed back along the bottom and sides outside of the current fl ow. This reduces turbulence, 

provides smoother water fl ow and a better swimming experience.

SUPERB WATER FLOW.
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hydrotherapy
bewegt und entspannt
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"LEARN ABOUT THE WATER PROPERLY, AND IT WILL ALWAYS BE A FRIEND TO RELY ON."
SEBASTIAN KNEIPP

The diversity of water fascinates us again and again. It is life-giving and pro- 

vides vitality, can be gentle and powerful at the same time. Water can also 

convey security and comforting warmth. And because of this combination 

water becomes a unique massage medium. Whether stimulatingly rotating 

to loosen muscle groups, intensively targeted to relieve specifi c tensions or 

gently pulsating to harmonize the entire body – the possibilities of relaxation

and regeneration with water are manifold. The same goes for the positive 

effects on your physical and mental well-being: hydrotherapy has been pro- 

ven to lower blood pressure and muscle tonus, relieve joints and muscles and 

also contributes to inner serenity. In this sense: We wish you a lot of joy and 

pleasure while bathing in your new vivo spa® Swim Spa!
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NECK

SHOULDERS

LOINS

HIP

HANDS

CALVES

THIGHS

FEET

E� ect of a hydromassage

ADVANTAGES for the BODY

► releaves tensions

► increased freedom of movement in the water

► relaxes and reliefs of the entire musculoskele-

tal system and mobility apparatus

► reduces of the tonus in connective tissues 

and muscles

► supports mobility of joints and body

► acitvates metabolism and stimulates blood

► circulation in connective tissue and fascia

► regeneration after physical exertion and 

exhaustion

BENEFITS for the MIND

Regeneration after mental effort and exhaustion.

► improvement of the general well-being

► calming of the autonomic nervous system

► reduction of stress

► relief of nervous complaints

► leep-inducing when used before bedtime
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DEVELOPED FOR COMPLETE RELAXATION. INDIVIDUALLY 
ADJUSTABLE. OPTIMIZED FOR EVERY BODY ZONE.

DrivePro LX Direct Jet
Powerful and targeted. Deep relaxation 
for tired muscle groups.

DrivePro LX Rotational Jet
Unique rotating massage. Intense hy-
drotherapy for shoulders, back, calves 
and feet.

DrivePro LX M-Intense Jet
Spiral movements with an increased air- 
and waterfl ow. Massaging and invigora- 
ting effect.

DrivePro SX Direct Jet
Intense and individually adjustable.
A spot massage to ease muscle tension.

DrivePro SX S-Rotate Jet
Rotating movements for a relaxing 
hydrotherapy. Sparkling effect.

DrivePro MX Rotational Jet
Invigorating rotating effects. Specially
developed for smaller muscles.

Pro MX Rotational Jet

DrivePro SX Rotational Jet
Invigorating rotating effects. Specially
developed for smaller muscles.

Pro SX Rotational JetDrivePro SX Spin Jet
Gently pulsating. Perfectly convenient
for smaller areas such as shoulders, 
wrists and hands.

DrivePro Air Jet
Perfectly suitable for aromatherapy and a
bubbling effect.

                  3D3D3D  3D  3D  3D  3D  3D3D3D  3D
    PRO    PRO    PRO    PRO    PRO    PRO

Invigorating rotating effects. Specially

                  3D3D3D  3D  3D  3D  3D  3D3D3D  3D
    PRO    PRO    PRO    PRO    PRO    PRO

Invigorating rotating effects. Specially

                  3D3D3D  3D  3D  3D  3D  3D3D3D  3D
    PRO    PRO    PRO    PRO    PRO    PRO

Unique rotating massage. Intense hy-

                  3D3D3D  3D  3D  3D  3D  3D3D3D  3D
    PRO    PRO    PRO    PRO    PRO    PRO

massage jets
bewegt und entspannt
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OUR SPIRAL MASSAGE EFFECT WITH DEEP MASSAGE EFFECT PROVIDES INCOMPARABLE 
MASSAGE RESULTS.

The acrylic shape of a vivo spa® Swim Spa is formed by hand on 

the clay model in elaborate processes. A team of experts, consisting 

of scientists and orthopedists, takes care of the ergonomically 

comfortable seating and lying surfaces during the molding process 

in order to provide you with the best possible full-body therapy. At 

the same time, every single model is characterized by individual 

massage areas and a great feeling of space.

Massage effects with a spiral structure are perceived as particularly 

pleasant and deeply effective.

For this reason, we have equipped selected DrivePro jets with 

specially developed 3D PRO fl ow technology for a hydromassage 

with the greatest possible lasting effect.

                  3D3D3D  3D  3D  3D  3D  3D3D3D  3D
    PRO    PRO    PRO    PRO    PRO    PRO

For this reason, we have equipped selected DrivePro jets with 

specially developed 3D PRO fl ow technology for a hydromassage 

with the greatest possible lasting effect.
3D PRO Double
For larger areas of muscles and body.

Massage effects with a spiral structure are perceived as particularly 

pleasant and deeply effective.

3D PRO Single
For medium-sized muscle areas and refl ex zones.

ergonomics
bewegt und entspannt

massage area WaterFit 5 35



color therapy
bewegt und entspannt
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Few things are as fascinating as the interaction of light and water. Pleasant colors give your vivo spa® 

outdoor Swim Spa a special atmosphere and create a cosy feel-good environment. Simply choose 

from various light modes: Whether as single color or infi nitely changing colors: the vivo spa® colour 

light therapy creates the right atmosphere and your Swim Spa is guaranteed to shine!

Luminate COLOR

ADAPTS PERFECTLY TO YOUR MOOD: SENSUOUS
HARMONY FOR A SPECIAL FEEL-GOOD ATMOSPHERE.

Premium Pa �age

included in our 
Premium Package
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ULTRAMARINE BLUE

CARMINE RED

TURQOISE BLUE

SUN YELLOW

SMARAGD GREEN

Lively, dynamic, attractive. 
Comfortable soft warmth.

Vital, calming, balancing. 
Pleasantly gentle freshness.

Mental, calming, focusing. 
Deep concentric clarity.

PURPLE VIOLET

Unifying, balancing, inspiring. Serene 
meditative attention.

Restorative, liberating, uplifting. 
Peacefully relaxing regeneration.

Radiant, warming, invigorating.
Cheerful lively joy.
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controls
bewegt und entspannt
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So that you can fully dedicate yourself to relaxation in your vivo spa®, 

we have implemented SPA Control PRO, a control concept that can 

be operated intuitively and supports you quickly and easily with its 

intelligent control options.

PRO SIMPLE AND INTUITIVE. EXTENSIVELY DEVELOPED, PRECISELY 
ADAPTED. CONTROL YOUR SWIM SPA WITH PLEASURE.

Create atmospheric moments Control water management automati-
cally with adjustable fi lter times

Get reminders for fi lter or water 
changes

lock the display conveniently

LuminateColor

Operate your Swim Spa via App Choose a water temperature bet-
ween 10–40 degrees

Control counter-current 
systems individually

Enjoy exclusive massage on all models 
(except WaterFIT 4)

WiFi temperature RiverStream DrivePRO Jets

cleaning reminders child lock

Important functions at a glance

Premium Pa �age

included in our 
Premium Package
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Ecology & E�  ciency
bewegt und entspannt
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Water PROVILT

PRO

...ensures that the water is kept warm efficiently.

▶ reduces heat losses to a minimum.

▶ pleasantly warm Swim Spa experi-

ence even at low temperatures.

...for efficient cleaning of the water.

▶ water-saving due to reduced replacement intervals. 

▶ reduced addition of water additives.

▶ no addition of chlorine necessary.

...for efficient control.

▶ minimizes energy consumption

▶ increases the durability of the technical components.

▶ continuous pumping performance 

with high energy effi ciency.

PRO

...for efficient heating of the water.

▶ integrated M8 Green Technology ensures maximum energy saving

▶ improved corrosion resistance

▶ patented software system for intelligent heating

▶ durable and reliable

PRO

…for an efficient massage.

▶ powerful and economic at the same time

▶ very high effi eciency

▶ Reduction in energy costs

...for efficient counter-current flow.

▶ Powerful and economical at the same time: With 

our counter-current pumps we have realized a very 

high effi ciency while reducing energy costs.

CONTROL

HEATER

eco PRO

WATER

INSULATION

PERFORMANCE

eco PRO ECO PRO PROVIDES AN ECOLOGICALLY SUSTAINABLE SPA EXPERIENCE WITH PERFECTLY 
MATCHED COMPONENTS.
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Timeless elegance. Stylish appearance. Perfect luxury.
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To reduce heat loss as best as possible and thus also keep energy costs as low as possible, all 

models of the WaterFit series are equipped with the specially developed IsoTec PRO insulation 

system. Combined with our high-quality ThermGUARD PRO insulation solution - integrated in the 

ThermoCover and the optional RollCover - and the HEAT Tec PRO heat control system, you get the 

best possible effi ciency and effectively minimize the operating costs of your vivo spa® Swim Spa.

NEWLY DEVELOPED: ISOTEC PRO - ENSURES THE BEST POSSIBLE ENERGY BALANCE.
PRO

high quality aluminium insulation
(heat refl ection)

polymer foam
(cold insulation)

skirting

3-layer fl oor insulation

high-quality fi berglass insulation of the acrylic tub

Insulation & Thermo Cover
bewegt und entspannt

To reduce heat loss as best as possible and thus also keep energy costs as low as possible, all 

 insulation 

 insulation solution - integrated in the 

 heat control system, you get the 

best possible effi ciency and effectively minimize the operating costs of your vivo spa® Swim Spa.
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You will enjoy this cover: The ThermGuard PRO technology was developed in close 

cooperation with experienced thermal insulation specialists. The special feature of 

ThermGUARD PRO is the optimal combination of selected components with leading 

insulation technologies.

ADVANTAGES
• optimal insulation effect

• excellent material resistance

• fi eld-proven components

optimum angle of inclination to reduce 
water accumulation on the cover

Insulation layer with ThermGUARD PRO

technology from specially developed 
fi breglass-aluminium composite

additional all-round protection for 
excellent fi t and secure sealing – 
for an improved insulation effect

galvanized steel core for optimum 
dimensional stability and joint stiffness

PRO BEST COLD PROTECTION: THERMO COVER THE NEW GENERATION.

Premium Pa �age

included in our 
Premium Package
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Roll Cover
bewegt und entspannt
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vivo spa® RollCover mit ThermGUARD Pro Technologie

SPECIAL FEATURES - VIVO SPA® ROLLCOVER

▶ Simple & practical: excellent roll-on and roll-off properties let your Swim Spa "open" and "close" as easy as child's play.

▶ Perfect fi t in shape & design: integrated support arms ensure optimized drainage of stagnant water

▶ High-quality materials: the sheathing made of oxford fabric material is hard-wearing, waterproof, durable and UV-resistant

▶ Very good insulation values: due to specially developed interior with high density of XPE foam.

Simply good: The newly developed RollCover from vivo spa® with ThermGUARD Pro technology is available as an option and makes it remarkably 

easy to "open" and "close" your Swim Spa. No matter whether you lower your model into the ground, partially sink it or set it up free standing: with 

the vivo spa® RollCover, your Swim Spa is optimally protected from external infl uences, very well insulated and child's play to handle.

OPTIONALLY
availableQUICKLY ROLLED UP AND UNROLLED, PERFECTLY PROTECTED.PRO
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Air comes into play in the spa area 
of the WaterFit 2: a high-quality and 
durable blower ensures a bubbling ex-
perience.

PROAirBlowAiAiAi

RELIABLE BRAND COMPONENTS ENSURE A LONG-LASTING AND MONEY-SAVING SPA EXPERIENCE.

Small device, big effect: the
ozone generator ensures fresh, clear
and germ-free water.
ozone generator ensures fresh, clear

Our powerhouse: the MP PRO massage pump provides the unique 
vivo spa® hydromassage with high pressure..vivo spa® hydromassage with high pressure..

For an intense counter-current: 
MP Swim PRO is our most powerful sys-
tem and available depending on the 
model. For gentle to moderate swim-
ming is our equally excellent MP Swim 
System available.

Gets the water moving: the high-quality 
circulation pump ensures energy-saving 
circulation.

technology
bewegt und entspannt

Premium Pa �age

included in our 
Premium Package

Ozone PRO
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HIGHLY EFFICIENT DREAM TEAM: OUR SPA CONTROL PRO & HEAT TEC PRO TECHNOLOGY GUARANTEE AN OUTSTANDING 
EXCELLENT INTERACTION OF CONTROL AND HEATING. RELIABLE. INNOVATIVE. ENERGY-SAVING.

The heart of Swim Spa is the most modern and advanced electronic control system SPA Control PRO. In cooperation with the market leader Balboa 

from the USA, vivo spa® has created the highest quality components especially for the models of the WaterFit - series. The joint development takes 

reliability and performance to a new level.

The heart of Swim Spa is the most modern and advanced electronic control system SPA Control PRO. In cooperation with the market leader Balboa 

from the USA, vivo spa® has created the highest quality components especially for the models of the WaterFit - series. The joint development takes 

electronics & heating
bewegt und entspannt

PRO ADVANCED CONTROL MANAGEMENT.
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The intelligent HEAT Tec PRO heating system is an integral part of the SPA Control PRO control system. The pa-

tented software system offers the following advantages:

• maximum energy savings (M8 Green technology)

• improved durability of technical components

• improved corrosion resistance

• durable and reliable titanium heater

Premium Pa �age

included in our 
Premium Package

PRO
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE AND PREMIUM COMPONENTS PERFECTLY COMBINED.

CONNECTORS
(HIGH GRADE)

▶ prevent leaks

HIGHLY WEATHER-RESISTANT 
HOUSING

▶ effective protection against moisture & 

corrosion

TITANIUM-HEATER

▶ extremely durable and energy-effi cient

HEAT TEC PRO TECHNOLOGY

▶ AI unit for optimal control and tuning of 

all components

TITANIUM-TUBUS

▶ water-bearing element - extremely 

corrosion resistant and durable
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ROOM SAVING, CONSEQUENTLY MATCHED, EASY TO MAINTAIN: THE INTERIOR OF A VIVO SPA® SWIM SPA.

WaterVILT PRO: fully-automatic,
resource-saving disinfection system

completely insulated bottom base 
(insulation, protection against small 

animals & external infl uences)

100% tested high-grade 
pipe system

CircPump PRO (energy-saving & soundproofed; works in 
cleaning- and heating-cycles)

fully insulated skirting
(triple insulation)

fully insulated acrylic shape
 (3-layer-insulation)

Aristech Acrylics® Bio – Lok® is a 
perfect protection against
microorganisms

Spa Control PRO: the latest generation of 
electronic control system & heating

buildup
bewegt und entspannt
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CONSTRUCTION of the UNDERFLOOR
► ABS bottom base with exclusive fi berglass reinforcement (depending on model)

► robust base tray for effective stabilization protection against external infl uences

► extremely resilient and resistant

► self-supporting premium structure made of stainless steel

► enormously durable and reliable properties

► ensures effective weight distribution of the entire acrylic tub

► triple effect of DuraStand PRO and the skirting and

underbody construction for optimal frame strength

& vibration absorption

construction
bewegt und entspannt

SOLIDLY CONSTRUCTED, OPTIMALLY INTEGRATED. OPTIMALLY TESTED IN PRACTICE.
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FREE STANDING
with Dura Step PRO

PARTIALLY INTEGRATED
1⁄3 recessed

PARTIALLY INTEGRATED
 2⁄3 recessed with maintenance shaft
PARTIALLY INTEGRATED
 2⁄3 recessed with maintenance shaft

FULLY INTEGRATED
with maintenance shaft

integration
bewegt und entspannt
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ENJOY NATURAL WATER TREATMENT AND CRYSTAL CLEAR WATER WITH WATERVILT PRO.

water treatment
bewegt und entspannt
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Keeps your vivo spa® guaranteed bacteria-free: the four-stage fi lter and water management system WaterVILT PRO is specialized to optimize your water ef-

fectively and gently. You can abandon the addition of chlorine. Elaborate switching and cleaning cycles simply take care of most of the water maintenance by 

themselves! The ThermGUARD PRO thermal cover, as a closing element, protects the water from external stresses.

Water
PROVILT

ENERGY SAVING
CIRCULATION

SURFACE
SKIMMER

COVER

OZONATOR

MULTI-STAGE
FILTER

ADVANTAGES

• simple and uncomplicated water treatment

• optimal water quality in a natural way without the addition of chlorine

• excellent interaction: e� ective & energy-saving technologies

• automated, self-cleaning � lter system

The HYGIENE+ program is an integral part of our water management and essential to keep your water clear and germ-free. Through the HYGIENE+ principle, 

we have created a particularly effective system that produces a very high degree of water clarity and purity: up to 99.9% of suspended solids, bacteria and 

germs are effectively eliminated!

HYGIENE COMPREHENSIVE HYGIENE SYSTEM.

Our Ozone PRO generator is a real workhorse: it cleans the water in your vivo spa® in a power-saving and continuous way. And it does that very effectively: the 

addition of chlorine is not necessary at all. Ozone PRO achieves the same results with very little addition of ozone an ex- tremely high effi ciency. Thus, with low 

emissions, a healthwise harmless, environmentally friendly use is guaranteed.

Ozone PROEFFECTIVE WATER CLEANING.

Water PROVILT EXCELLENT WATER MANAGEMENT. Premium Pa �age

included in our 
Premium Package
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aromatherapy
bewegt und entspannt

The miraculous effect of fragrant aromas was highly appreciated thousands of years ago in ancient times and the distant Orient.

Even today, the addition of pleasant aromas is still very popular. And not without reason: fragrances awaken in us a feeling of 

being able to breathe deeply and let go, and open up the space for complete relaxation.

60



Place the fragrance pearl bag in the aromatherapy container provided. Now it is time to activate the blower 

and lean back. Thanks to the AirBlow PRO system, the air bubbles will effectively emit the fragrance throughout 

the spa area (WaterFit 2). You can keep the bag in the container and repeat the application as required by 

controlling the blower.

Alternatively, for models without AirBlow PRO, you can add the aroma directly to the water. Liquid aroma additives 

are recommended here, which are added in the middle with the counter-current running for optimum distribution.

* Addition of these fragrances takes place directly into the water. All other 
fragrances can be added to the aroma container – available for WaterFit 2 
with AirBlow PRO.

popular fragrances

refreshing, invigorat-
ing, strengthening

relaxing, mood brigh- 
tening, invigorating

balancing, soothing, 
stress-relieving

calming, stress-relieving, 
strengthening

LAVENDER

CHAMOMILLE

EUCALYPTUS

BERGAMOT *

CLARY SAGE

SANDALWOOD *

vitalizing, relaxing, inspiring

harmonizing, strengthening, 
aphrodisiac

AquaSCENT PRO SENSUAL MOMENTS TO BREATHE DEEPLY AND ENJOY. RELAX TO PLEASANT 
FRAGRANCES AND ARRIVE IN THE HERE AND NOW.

Place the fragrance pearl bag in the aromatherapy container provided. Now it is time to activate the blower 

 system, the air bubbles will effectively emit the fragrance throughout 

the spa area (WaterFit 2). You can keep the bag in the container and repeat the application as required by 

, you can add the aroma directly to the water. Liquid aroma additives 

are recommended here, which are added in the middle with the counter-current running for optimum distribution.

* Addition of these fragrances takes place directly into the water. All other 
fragrances can be added to the aroma container – available for WaterFit 2 

CLARY SAGECLARY SAGE

SANDALWOOD *

vitalizing, relaxing, inspiringvitalizing, relaxing, inspiringvitalizing, relaxing, inspiringvitalizing, relaxing, inspiring

harmonizing, strengthening, 
aphrodisiac

FRAGRANCES AND ARRIVE IN THE HERE AND NOW.
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Ambitious, innovative, experienced.
A Swim Spa from vivo spa® harmonizes design and function. The models 

of the WaterFit collection adapt stylishly to their surroundings.

Future-oriented developments, the highest technical quality levels: two 

infl uences that make the difference in the Swim Spa sector. vivo spa® 

offers you, as a wellness lover with high demands, exactly the right 

products.

Reward your body and mind with consummate luxury. Enjoy wellness at 

any time of the year. Let yourself be inspired!
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The vivo spa claim

wellness and luxury at 
any time of the year

high-quality
brand components

Premium Package

ecologically optimized 
system eco PRO

long lasting
innovative

developments

economic insolation
Iso Tec PRO

premium quality

®
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MEHR ZEIT ZUM ENTSPANNEN – MIT DEM UMFANGREICHEN VIVO SPA® PREMIUM-PAKET KÖNNEN SIE SICH ENT-
SPANNT ZURÜCKLEHNEN UND VOLLENDET GENIESSEN.

Premium-Paket
MORE TIME TO RELAX - WITH THE COMPREHENSIVE VIVO SPA® PREMIUM PACKAGE YOU CAN SIT BACK AND RELAX. 
WITH A VIVO SPA® YOU HAVE MADE A DEEPLY GOOD DECISION!

Premium Package
bewegt und entspannt
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pleasantly illuminated

comprehensively cleaned

free accessories

optimally insulated

easy to maintain

easy to operate

eco PRO

PRO

ecological & economical

easy to maintain

PRO

economically heated

PRO

comprehensively cleanedcomprehensively cleaned

Premium Pa �age

Luminate COLOR

Water PROVILT

PRO

STEP COVER
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active and relaxed at any time of the year
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exterior colors
bewegt und entspannt

Black WoodDark Grey (standard color) Light Grey
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White FawnWhite FawnWhite Marble
(standard color)
White Marble

Midnight OpalMidnight Opal Ocean WaveOcean Wave

interior colors
bewegt und entspannt

BioLok® protection
durable, UV-resistant, without chemicals, 
pesticides or similar additives.

White Satin

skin-friendly acrylic to feel good
Silky soft to the touch and also a visual delight: our SilkTouch+ acrylic 
with BioLok®. Experience a pleasant, heat-storing acrylic. It is also easy 
to clean and naturally resistant to microorganisms. Standard on all vivo 
spa® models.

+
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Item name Item name
1 2"diretionel jet 2 2"rotate jet

3 2.5"diretionel jet 4 2.5"doubble roto jet
5 3.5"diretionel jet 6 3.5"roto jet
7 3.5"doubble roto jet 8 4"roto jet
9 4"doubble roto jet 10 rivers jet
11 5"multi-port double roto jet 12 air jet
13 200GPM suction 14 drain（90GPM）
15 air regulator 16 water controler
17 LED light 18 Water diversion valve
19 aromatherapy 20 control panel
21 filter 22 skimming tool

23 cirulation jets 24 The fountain
25 Dragon drain

⑩

35
0

20
0

220 220

⑩
⑩

⑩28
0

Central position
of cylinder

The cylinder surface

4500

AQA450-4P

WaterFit 1 WaterFit 4 S WaterFit 5 S

P. 74 – 75400 × 228 × 135 cm 450 × 225 × 154 cm 450 × 225 × 154 cmP. 80 – 81 P. 82 – 83
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40
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22
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R250
Item name Item name

1 2"diretionel jet 2 2"rotate jet

3 2.5"diretionel jet 4 2.5"doubble roto jet
5 3.5"diretionel jet 6 3.5"roto jet
7 3.5"doubble roto jet 8 4"roto jet
9 4"doubble roto jet 10 rivers jet
11 5"multi-port double roto jet 12 air jet
13 200GPM suction 14 drain（90GPM）
15 air regulator 16 water controler
17 LED light 18 Water diversion valve
19 aromatherapy 20 control panel
21 filter 22 skimming tool

23 cirulation jets 24 The fountain
25 Dragon drain

⑩

35
0

20
0

220 220

⑩
⑩

⑩28
0

Central position
of cylinder

The cylinder surface

5500

AQA550-4P

WaterFit 3 WaterFit 4 M WaterFit 5 M

530 × 238 × 150 cm 550 × 225 × 154 cm 550 × 225 × 154 cmP. 78 – 79 P. 80 – 81 P. 82 – 83

15
40

14
40

80

22
50

Item name Item name
1 2"diretionel jet 2 2"rotate jet

3 2.5"diretionel jet 4 2.5"doubble roto jet
5 3.5"diretionel jet 6 3.5"roto jet
7 3.5"doubble roto jet 8 4"roto jet
9 4"doubble roto jet 10 rivers jet
11 5"multi-port double roto jet 12 air jet
13 200GPM suction 14 drain（90GPM）
15 air regulator 16 water controler
17 LED light 18 Water diversion valve
19 aromath

AQA590-4P

WaterFit 2 WaterFit 4 L WaterFit 5 L

580 × 238 × 138 cm 590 × 225 × 154 cm 590 × 225 × 154 cmP. 76 – 77 P. 80 – 81 P. 82 – 83

model overview
bewegt und entspannt
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bewegt und entspannt
1

400 × 228 × 135 cm

COMPACT, CONVENIENT, VERSATILE.
Lots of fun in a small space – the vivo spa® WaterFit 1 makes it possible! One 
lounging area, two seating areas and a standing therapy area provide suffi cient 
massage. Three wide RiverStream PRO counter-current systems with MP Swim tech-
nology are suitable for a relaxed to moderate water program for intermediate swim-
mers, aqua fi tness enthusiasts and families with children.

The vivo spa® WaterFit 1 Swim Spa is an all-rounder for your home. Enjoy the perfect 
combination of exercise, relaxation and fun all year round.
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3x
COUNTER-CURRENT MASSAGE PUMP

3x
OUTLETS 

1x

7.000 l
KAPAZITÄT

7.000 l
CAPACITY

1 LOUNGER 2 SEATS

WASSERFALL
BELEUCHTET

Waterfall
ILLUMINATED
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580 × 238 × 138 cm

If you are looking for the optimum of swimming and hydromassage, you will have a 
lot of fun with the vivo spa® WaterFit 2. It combines both worlds brilliantly and offers 
everything your wellness heart desires in a space-saving way.

Two independently operating systems offer you maximum comfort and fl exibility. 
You want it sporty? Then the "fi tness area" offers you a perfect counter-current for 
swimming, aqua fi tness and exercise with relaxed to moderate intensity. Three wide 
RiverStream PRO counter-current systems with MP Swim technology and LED lighting 
guarantee optimal water fl ow. The strengths of the counter-currents can be infi nitely 
adjusted using a controller.

Experience pure relaxation and massage in the spacious Swim Spa. Relaxation and 
activation has never been so easy!

ALL-ROUND PACKAGE WITH PERFECT SEGMENTATION.

bewegt und entspannt
2
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3x
COUNTER-CURRENT

3x
OUTLETS MASSAGE PUMP

2x

7.000 l
KAPAZITÄT

10.000 l
CAPACITY

WASSERFALL
BELEUCHTET

Waterfall
ILLUMINATED

AROMA-
THERAPIEAROMATHERAPY

*

* in spa-area

*

2 LOUNGERS 2 SEATS
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SWIMMING, AQUA-FITNESS AND RECREATION IN
GENEROUS DIMENSIONS.
The vivo spa® WaterFit 3 shines with a unique design that guarantees optimal 
water fl ow. Due to its dimensions, swimming and water enthusiasts from small 
to large will fi nd enough space and fl exibility for refreshing water sports with 
relaxed to moderate intensity. Enjoy three wide RiverStream PRO counter-cur-
rent systems with MP Swim technology and LED lighting for your swimming 
and fi tness routine.

After exercise, experience soothing hydrotherapy in the comfortable massage 
area. Two loungers and a seat offer you relaxing massages from head to toe.

530 × 238 × 150 cm

bewegt und entspannt
3
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7.000 l
KAPAZITÄT

8.800 l
CAPACITY

2 LOUNGERS 1 SEAT

3x
COUNTER-CURRENT MASSAGE PUMP

3x
OUTLETS 

1x
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DYNAMIC SWIMMING EXPERIENCE IN PERFECTION.
The vivo spa® WaterFit 4 shines with a unique design and four wide RiverStream PRO counter-current 

systems with MP Swim PRO technology and LED lighting that guarantee optimal water fl ow and are 

suitable for intensive workout swimming.

With the WaterFit 4, swimming and water enthusiasts experience unique fl exibility and quick adjust-

ments for an intense aquatic sport. After exercise, enjoy the tranquility of the water in the comfor-

table swim area or on the exclusive entry steps.

picture shows WaterFit 4L

WaterFit 4S WaterFit 4M WaterFit 4L
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Item name Item name
1 2"diretionel jet 2 2"rotate jet

3 2.5"diretionel jet 4 2.5"doubble roto jet
5 3.5"diretionel jet 6 3.5"roto jet
7 3.5"doubble roto jet 8 4"roto jet
9 4"doubble roto jet 10 rivers jet
11 5"multi-port double roto jet 12 air jet
13 200GPM suction 14 drain（90GPM）
15 air regulator 16 water controler
17 LED light 18 Water diversion valve
19 aromath

AQA590-4P

550 × 225 × 154 cm450 × 225 × 154 cm 590 × 225 × 154 cm

10.000  l
CAPACITY

7.000 l
KAPAZITÄT

12.000  l
CAPACITY

7.000 l
KAPAZITÄT

12.500  l
CAPACITY

7.000 l
KAPAZITÄT

bewegt und entspannt
4
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STAGES
EXTRA WIDE & COMFORTABLE

2x
COUNTER-CURRENT

4x
OUTLETS

2x
COUNTER-CURRENT
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PERFECT SWIMMING EXPERIENCE, COMFORTABLE MASSAGE.
The vivo spa® WaterFit 5 offers an extraordinary combination of intensive water workouts and maxi-

mum relaxation. The unique shape design and its three wide RiverStream PRO counter-current systems 

with MP Swim PRO technology and LED lighting create optimal water fl ow for ambitious swimmers 

and fi tness enthusiasts.

Two ergonomically designed loungers provide excellent hydrotherapy.

Enjoy stimulating massages from head to toe. The WaterFit 5 promises you pure swimming and mas-

sage pleasure!

7.000 l
KAPAZITÄT
9.000 l
CAPACITY

7.000 l
KAPAZITÄT
11.500 l
CAPACITY

7.000 l
KAPAZITÄT
12.000 l
CAPACITY

450 × 225 × 154 cm 550 × 225 × 154 cm 590 × 225 × 154 cm

WaterFit 5S WaterFit 5M WaterFit 5L

picture shows WaterFit 5L

bewegt und entspannt
5
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3x
COUNTER-CURRENT MASSAGE PUMP

3x
OUTLETS

1x

2 LOUNGERS

CENTERED STAGES WITH 
EXTRA COMFORT
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 1 2 3 4

dimensions in cm 400 x 228 x 135 580 x 238 x 138 530 x 238 x 150 Variante S – 450 x 225 x 154

seats / lounges 2 / 1 & standing therapy 3 / 2 1 / 2 -

empty weight in kg 1.100 1.480 1.450 1.150

amount of water in l 7.000 10.000 8.800 10.000

acrylic shell Aristech Acrylics® Bio-Lok® Aristech Acrylics® Bio-Lok® Aristech Acrylics® Bio-Lok® Aristech Acrylics® Bio-Lok®

construction premium structure DuraStand PRO premium structure DuraStand PRO premium structure DuraStand PRO premium structure DuraStand PRO

COUNTER-CURRENT & HYDROTHERAPY

RiverStream PRO 3 x with LED-illumination 3 x with LED-illumination 3 x with LED-illumination 4 x with LED-illumination

MP Swim 2x 3 PS & 1 x 2 PS (5,8 kW) 3 x 3 PS (6,6 kW) 3 x 3 PS (6,6 kW) 2 x 3 PS (4,4 kW) center & bottom

MP Swim PRO - - - 2 x 3 PS (4,4 kW) left & top right

massage pumps 1 x MP  PRO  2 PS (1,4 kW) 2 x MP  PRO  3 PS (4,4 kW) 1 x MP  PRO  3 PS (2,2 kW) -

DrivePro Jets 43 60 26 -

Blower (DrivePro Air Jets) - AirBlow  PRO  (12) - -

TECHNOLOGIES

electronic control SPA Control  PRO  M8 Green Spa SPA Control  PRO  M8 Green Spa SPA Control  PRO  M8 Green Spa SPA Control  PRO  M8 Green Spa

color display with WIFI vivo spa® Touch vivo spa® Touch vivo spa® Touch vivo spa® Touch

heater HEAT Tec  PRO  1 x 3 kW HEAT Tec  PRO  2 x 3 kW HEAT Tec  PRO  1 x 3 kW HEAT Tec  PRO  1 x 3 kW

circulation pump CircPump  PRO  1 x 0,35 PS (0,25 kW) CircPump  PRO  2 x 0,35 PS (0,5 kW) CircPump  PRO  1 x 0,35 PS (0,25 kW) CircPump  PRO  1 x 0,35 PS (0,25 kW)

disinfection Ozone  PRO Ozone  PRO Ozone  PRO Ozone  PRO 

water management WaterVILT  PRO with Filter M (2x) WaterVILT  PRO with Filter L (3x) WaterVILT  PRO with Filter M (2x) WaterVILT  PRO with Filter M (2x)

insulation IsoTec  PRO IsoTec  PRO IsoTec  PRO IsoTec  PRO 

skirting wooden-PVC & 3-layer-insulation wooden-PVC & 3-layer-insulation wooden-PVC & 3-layer-insulation wooden-PVC & 3-layer-insulation

bottom base ABS with 3-layer-insulation & fiberglass ABS with 3-layer-insulation & fiberglass ABS with 3-layer-insulation & fiberglass ABS with 3-layer-insulation & fiberglass

EXTRAS

waterfall / aromatherapy / color-therapy yes / no / WaterFit LED-package yes / yes / WaterFIT LED-package no / no / WaterFit LED-package no / no / WaterFit LED-package

stairs vivo spa® stairs (132 x 81 x 75 cm) vivo spa® stairs (132 x 81 x 75 cm) vivo spa® stairs (132 x 81 x 75 cm) vivo spa® stairs (132 x 81 x 75 cm) 

cover ThermoCover (2 parts) ThermoCover (3 parts) ThermoCover (3 parts) ThermoCover (2 parts)

optional vivo spa® RollCover vivo spa® RollCover vivo spa® RollCover vivo spa® RollCover

POWER SUPPLY

max. consumption in kW 10,45 17,5 12,05 12,05

power supply 3 x 20A with C-character (380 V) 2 x 3 x 16A with C-character (2 x 380V) 3 x 20A with C-character (380 V) 3 x 20A with C-character  (380 V)
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 5 5

dimensions in cm Variant M – 550 x 225 x 154 Variant L – 590 x 225 x 154 Variant S – 450 x 225 x 154 Variant M – 550 x 225 x 154

seats / lounges - - - / 2 - / 2

empty weight in kg 1.400 1.500 1.200 1.450

amount of water in l 12.000 12.500 9.000 11.500

acrylic shell Aristech Acrylics® Bio-Lok® Aristech Acrylics® Bio-Lok® Aristech Acrylics® Bio-Lok® Aristech Acrylics® Bio-Lok®

construction premium structure DuraStand PRO premium structure DuraStand PRO premium structure DuraStand PRO premium structure DuraStand PRO 

COUNTER-CURRENT & HYDROTHERAPY

RiverStream PRO 4 x with LED-illumination 4 x with LED-illumination 3 x with LED-illumination 3 x with LED-illumination

MP Swim 2 x 3 PS (4,4 kW) center & bottom 2 x 3 PS (4,4 kW) center & bottom - -

MP Swim PRO 2 x 3 PS (4,4 kW) top left & right 2 x 3 PS (4,4 kW) top left & right 3 x 3 PS (6,6 kW) 3 x 3 PS (6,6 kW)

massage pumps - - 1 x MP PRO 3 PS (2,2 kW) 1 x MP PRO 3 PS (2,2 kW)

DrivePro Jets - - 22 22

Blower (DrivePro Air Jets) - - - -

TECHNOLOGIES

electronic control SPA Control PRO M8 Green Spa SPA Control PRO M8 Green Spa SPA Control PRO M8 Green Spa SPA Control PRO M8 Green Spa

color display with WIFI vivo spa® Touch vivo spa® Touch vivo spa® Touch vivo spa® Touch

heater HEAT Tec PRO 1 x 3 kW HEAT Tec PRO 1 x 3 kW HEAT Tec PRO 1 x 3 kW HEAT Tec PRO 1 x 3 kW

circulation pump CircPump PRO 1 x 0,35 PS (0,25 kW) CircPump PRO 1 x 0,35 PS (0,25 kW) CircPump PRO 1 x 0,35 PS (0,25 kW) CircPump PRO 1 x 0,35 PS (0,25 kW)

disinfection Ozone PRO Ozone PRO Ozone PRO Ozone PRO

water management WaterVILT PRO with Filter M (2x) WaterVILT PRO with Filter M (2x) WaterVILT PRO with Filter M (2x) WaterVILT PRO with Filter M (2x)

insulation IsoTec PRO IsoTec PRO IsoTec PRO IsoTec PRO

skirting wooden-PVC & 3-layer-insulation wooden-PVC & 3-layer-insulation wooden-PVC & 3-layer-insulation wooden-PVC & 3-layer-insulation

bottom base ABS with 3-layer-insulation & fiberglass ABS with 3-layer-insulation & fiberglass ABS with 3-layer-insulation & fiberglass ABS with 3-layer-insulation & fiberglass

EXTRAS

waterfall / aromatherapy / color-therapy no / no / WaterFit LED-package no / no / WaterFit LED-package no / no / WaterFit LED-package no / no / WaterFit LED-package

stairs vivo spa® stairs (132 x 81 x 75 cm) vivo spa® stairs (132 x 81 x 75 cm) vivo spa® stairs (132 x 81 x 75 cm) vivo spa® stairs (132 x 81 x 75 cm) 

cover ThermoCover (3 parts) ThermoCover (3 parts) ThermoCover(3 parts) ThermoCover (3 parts)

optional vivo spa® RollCover vivo spa® RollCover vivo spa® RollCover vivo spa® RollCover

POWER SUPPLY

max. consumption in kW 12,05 12,05 12,05 12,05

power supply 3 x 20A with C-charakter (380 V) 3 x 20A with C-character (380 V) 3 x 20A mit C-character (380 V) 3 x 20A with C-character (380 V)

4 4
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
dimensions in cm Variant L – 590 x 225 x 154

seats / lounges - / 2

empty weight in kg 1.550

amount of water in l 12.000

acrylic shell Aristech Acrylics® Bio-Lok®

construction premium structure DuraStand PRO

COUNTER-CURRENT & HYDROTHERAPY

RiverStream PRO 3 x with LED-illumination

MP Swim -

MP Swim PRO 3 x 3 PS (6,6 kW)

massage pumps 1 x MP PRO 3 PS (2,2 kW)

DrivePro Jets 22

Blower (DrivePro Air Jets) -

TECHNOLOGIES

electronic control SPA Control PRO M8 Green Spa

color display with WIFI vivo spa® Touch

heater HEAT Tec PRO 1 x 3 kW

circulation pump CircPump PRO 1 x 0,35 PS (0,25 kW)

disinfection Ozone PRO

water management WaterVILT PRO with Filter M (2x)

insulation IsoTec PRO

skirting wooden-PVC & 3-layer-insulation

bottom base ABS with 3-layer-insulation & fiberglass

EXTRAS

waterfall / aromatherapy / color-therapy no / no / WaterFit LED-package

stairs vivo spa® stairs (132 x 81 x 75 cm) BxTxH)

cover ThermoCover (3 parts)

optional vivo spa® RollCover

POWER SUPPLY

max. consumption in kW 12,05

power supply 3 x 20A with C-character (380 V)

5
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